DIY a cute recipe box (like this one from Strawberry Milk Events) for a "guest book" and ask the bride's friends and family to jot down some words of wisdom for what makes a happy marriage. Or, if the bride loves to cook and bake, have everyone bring favorite family recipes to add to the box. Tools you'll need: Wood recipe box ($11; amazon.com); Recipe cards ($11 for 40-pack; amazon.com). Leaving Presents Presents For Mum Leaving Gifts Personalised Christening Gifts Personalized Wedding Family Recipe Book Recipe Books Honeymoon Gifts Honeymoon Destinations. Personalized Bir Recipe Box - Personalized custom wooden recipe box, rustic recipe box, hostess gift, housewarming 4x6 recipe box, wood family recipe box. arrowsarah. From shop arrowsarah. Printable Recipe Template Download, DIY Recipe Book Template, Family Cookbook Template, Recipe Organizer, Recipe Card Template, RB-23. PetalsPaperieCo. From shop PetalsPaperieCo. Heirloom Cookbooks: The Ultimate Guide to Family Recipe Books. December 9, 2017. LEARNING CENTER. From my perspective as a professional designer, the family historian, and holder of the recipe cards, I’ve outlined the pros and cons of each, so anyone at any skill level can find the method that would best suit them. COOKBOOK CREATE. Cookbook Create is a stand-alone service that specializes in the creation of a cookbook through their online software, and they also do the printing. Keep the spacing between your text boxes and multiple images the same. InDesign will let you know when you have equal distance, but you can also use the align tool. EVERYTHING is customizable. Here you can see the blue selection boxes around each individual element.